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The old fashioned rescue plot but we don't meet the captor (There was some mention of DLC so that might change). Takes
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place all in one room but there's more here than the typical one room game. I've seen smaller games with more story but this
isn't terrible.. I don't think I've ever had such a quick turnaround from the time I got a game, installed it, played it, completed it,
and had a review written up for it, but that's the kind of game Hare in the Hat is - it shows up, does what it means to do, then
leaves with a silent little bow and a tip of its cap, leaving us satisfyingly entertained before it has a chance to outstay its
welcome. We're given a few lines of story about how a wicked magician holds his performing hare captive, then we're thrown
onto a single static screen of a room filled with lots of objects to interact with. Clicking on an object will zoom in and allow us
to inspect the scene further, sometimes we'll be able to interact with something in a very limited way, sometimes not, until we
find the right item to use on it later, but it's up to us to figure out how to gradually peel away the layers of puzzles presented to
us and eventually release the poor, iddle-widdle bunny-wunny. I really like how open this is. That we can examine everything
and try to figure out for ourselves what our actions should be, rather than have a completely linear, signposted experience.
Though I can also see that being a major issue for some people's progression as they'll click furiously around everything they
can see, all the while being completely oblivious as to what the next step to be carried out should be. But I guess that's all part of
the intended challenge. Otherwise, while there are one or two puzzles that may confuse or frustrate, and they really could have
explained some of them a little better (I totally fluked my way through the coin puzzle at the end), for the most part the majority
of players should be able to find their way through the game without too much hassle. The look of the game is all pretty
pleasant, maybe even "cute" in its own little way, though the music leaves a little to be desired, as it plays for a moment, stops
inexplicably, then starts again a few minutes later just as suddenly as it went. But as with the visuals, it's a nice enough little
piano ditty carrying us through the game that, other than its jarring abruptness, has its own little charms to it that are hard to
dislike. Aside from a few minor bumps along the road of progression, it's a pretty brief experience, maybe an hour or so for
most, I'd imagine, and if anything, will take you longer to farm for trading cards than to actually complete. But it's a nice, fun,
pleasant, cheap little number that just about any puzzle fan should be able to enjoy.. A couple puzzles were obtuse, no volume
controls. Other than that its ok if you pick it up on sale and use it as a stocking stuffer. The game itself is somewhat polished,
but its only good for maybe 30 minutes of play and has a lot of competition for the price tag.. A great little selection of puzzles.
Very short and not too difficult, so you should be able to beat it before all the cards drop. I feel it was worth the $0.49 I paid for
it on sale.. very nice and short game. Fun and atmospheric, pretty and has a variety of puzzles, but there's an odd glitch to the
graphics - perhaps it was adapted from an app game wrong? Every now and again it hiccups and a slice of the screen glitches
out. It doesn't crash the game or anything, but I'd like it if they fixed that. I tried the sequel, and returned it after less than an
hour because I didn't like the puzzles.. Short and enjoyable game, great for passing time.. This is a short and sweet puzzle game.
At no point was I frustrated or did I find a puzzle too difficult or obscure like a lot of these puzzle games tend to do. There is a
good variety of puzzles in this game, especially considering the 2 dollar price tag.. There is nothing wrong with the art, sound, or
premise of this game, but it is extremely buggy for me. Both on my previous and my new laptop, the game crashes every couple
of minutes, making the game fairly unplayable. There has been no official reply or feedback on the issue which several people
have mentioned in the forums. Although the game does autosave nicely, meaning no lost progress when there's a crash, the sheer
frequency of crashing still makes the game frustrating and unplayable. There is also a lack of a skip button, which would've
been helpful as the game crashed repeatedly during one of the puzzles, and there was a point where I would've liked to just skip
over it and progress onwards. A skip feature is sometimes considered a cheat and not all games offer it, but where there are
seriously gameplay and stability issues, it would have made it more bearable. So all said, this game gets filed under "Meh" and
will not be touched again unless there is significant updating and/or bugfixing. The game was cheap, so I don't feel overly
cheated, but I certainly won't support this developer any more unless there's a dramatic increase in stability. But there are also
people who haven't had the same issues with it, so you could always roll the dice and see if you're one of the people that CAN
play it, because it IS a good puzzle game aside from the technical errors.. I can not seem to be able to do anything! No puzzle
works. I can pick up things but thats it.
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